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SOFTWARE SOLVES INKJET QUALITY ISSUES SAYS GLOBAL GRAPHICS AT THE IJC USA 

Don’t assume it’s all in the hardware says Martin Bailey CTO  

 

Cambridge, UK, 27th March, 2018: In his presentation to delegates at the inaugural Inkjet Conference USA 

Global Graphics Software’s CTO Martin Bailey will outline how software can solve problems that have been 

thought of up to now as addressable only in “hardware”.  He points specifically to the role of halftone screens in 

avoiding mottle and streaking on printed output by controlling ink coalescence, and to how software is effective in 

correcting non-uniformity across the web. 

  

“If your press is producing an orange peel effect”, he observes, “the temptation is to think that it can be fixed with 

inter station pinning or corona treatment to increase ink adhesion.  Taking this action may reduce tonal mottle but 

it increases color mottle.  If you try to solve the problem with Under Color Removal or Grey Component 

Replacement it reduces tonal mottle but increases graininess. The good news is that the orange peel effect CAN 

be corrected with a halftone with specially designed characteristics without increasing color mottle, noise or 

grain.” 

 

Halftone screens create an optical illusion depending on how you place the dots.  Having worked with vendors 

across at least a dozen inkjet presses Global Graphics Software’s engineers realized that the common 

denominator is the substrate used.  The result is the recently released Advanced Inkjet Screens™:  the Pearl 

screen produces a very natural effect on more or less absorbent substrates, whereas the Mirror screen is ideal 

for non-absorbent and poorly-wetting surfaces such as tin cans and flexible packaging, and also areas of dense 

metallic ink.   

 

Advanced Inkjet Screens have been found to be effective with all the 

major inkjet printheads and combinations of electronics at any device 

resolution with any ink technology and with lots of different media. 

 

Software is also effective in correcting non-uniformity across the web 

that may be caused by variation within a head, pressure or voltage 

changes or head wear, and results in a ‘smile’ shape. 

 



 

“The temptation is to think that you can fix that by tuning voltages,” comments Bailey. “But not all heads have 

sufficient adjustment points to correct the smile and it can be difficult in overlap/stitching regions.  There are other 

disadvantages too. Adjusting voltages reduces jetting stability and causes ink pressure and timing/drop speed 

variation.  This increases the randomness of ink coalescence on the substrate, which causes texture artifacts.  

Now where have I heard that before?!”  

 

Ends 

 
About Global Graphics Software 
Global Graphics Software http://www.globalgraphics.com is a leading developer of platforms for digital printing, 
including the Harlequin RIP®, ScreenPro, Fundamentals and Mako. Customers include HP, Canon, Durst, 
Roland, Kodak and Agfa. The roots of the company go back to 1986 and to the iconic university town of 
Cambridge, and, today the majority of the R&D team is still based near here. Global Graphics Software is a 
subsidiary of Global Graphics PLC (Euronext: GLOG). 
 
Global Graphics is a trademark of Global Graphics Software Limited which may be registered in certain 
jurisdictions.  All other brand and product names are the registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective 
owners. 
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